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Already in 1997, IBM supercomputer Deep Blue showed, to the astonishment of the world,
that almost no activity was ‘too human’ for artificial intelligence (AI) systems, not even
playing chess with and defeating the world chess champion Garry Kasparov. More than
twenty years later, AI has become an integral part of our lives. From digital voice assistants
like Siri and Alexa to automated purchase suggestions, from cleaning robots to drones, AI
systems are everywhere and their diffusion is expected to grow exponentially in the future.
Unsurprisingly, AI-related projects and initiatives have mushroomed over the last
few years. Just to name a few, in April 2018 the European Commission issued a
communication titled ‘Artificial Intelligence for Europe’,1 which was followed by the
creation of a High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI HLEG) in June 2018.
The UN Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI) opened its Centre for
Artificial Intelligence and Robotics in 2017, while the Committee of Ministers of the
Council of Europe set up an Ad Hoc Committee on Artificial Intelligence in September
2019. In the context of the Council of Europe, it is also worth mentioning that the European
Commission for the Efficiency of Justice (CEPEJ) came up with the ‘European ethical
Charter on the use of Artificial Intelligence in judicial systems and their environment’ at the
end of 2018.2
AI raises a raft of questions for all legal systems around the world.3 The first of
these questions concerns the very same meaning of ‘Artificial Intelligence’ since there is no
consensus on the exact meaning of this concept.4 The definition by the European
Commission can be used here as a useful reference point. According to the Commission, AI
refers to
systems that display intelligent behaviour by analysing their environment and taking
actions – with some degree of autonomy – to achieve specific goals. AI-based systems
can be purely software-based, acting in the virtual world (e.g. voice assistants, image
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analysis software, search engines, speech and face recognition systems) or AI can be
embedded in hardware devices (e.g. advanced robots, autonomous cars, drones […]).5

This definition singles out some intrinsic features of AI systems, namely their ability to: a)
collect and analyse data from the surrounding environment; and b) take actions to achieve
the machine’s specific goals, which are usually predefined by a human operator. These
abilities are the equivalent of what is usually meant with ‘intelligence’ (or ‘rationality’)
when talking about human beings.6 The reference to ‘some degree of autonomy’ is also of
the utmost importance: despite human inputs, AI systems (can) act independently, e.g. they
can choose among different courses of actions the one that looks the most appropriate to
achieve their goals. Autonomy also refers to the fact that some AI systems, like humans,
can learn: building both on the data they are fed with and on those they collect, AI systems
can develop their ‘skills’ and adapt their ‘behaviour’ over time. ‘Machine learning’ thus
implies that AI systems ‘[identify] patterns in available data and then [apply] the
knowledge to new data’.7
Against this backdrop, legislators are required to keep pace with the scientific
innovations and, when appropriate, regulate the unprecedented problems that AI raises. In
the literature, there is already a considerable number of studies concerning the implications
of AI for civil law, especially for liability law,8 and criminal law literature is increasingly
paying attention to the matter. There is indeed a strong need to conceptualise and address
the several legal issues that AI poses. At the level of international organisations, while the
EU has not yet launched any initiative concerning AI and criminal justice, the Council of
Europe has recently established a Working Group of Experts on Artificial Intelligence and
Criminal Law, which will mostly focus on substantive criminal law. On the basis of its
work, the option of adopting a standard-setting instrument addressing AI, which might take
the form of a Council of Europe convention, will be considered.9
By definition, criminal law rules deal mostly with human beings and their
behaviours, so that the application of such rules to AI systems is not straightforward. For
instance, to what extent is a crime committed by an AI system attributable to a human
being? Perhaps stretching to sci-fi scenarios, what could be, if any, the conditions to
consider AI systems themselves criminally responsible? These questions echo those
concerning the criminal liability of legal persons, another sensitive topic with which
legislators and courts have had to cope in recent years and that was one of the subjects of
the XX Congress.10 Further issues to examine relate to the opportunities that AI systems
present for the criminal justice system. Can we rely on AI to adopt decisions on criminal
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law cases? How can AI systems help law enforcement authorities in preventing, detecting,
and combating crime?
The XXI International Congress of Penal Law will try to answer these and further
questions stemming from the interplay between AI and criminal law by taking into account
the various aspects of criminal justice: general and special part of substantive criminal law,
procedural law as well as issues linked to the administration of justice, and international
criminal law. The four sections of the Congress should analyse changes and tendencies
regarding policies, norms, and practices. The technical nature of the subject and the
indisputable fact that ‘the technological developments have far outpaced legal or policy
debates’11 around it call for an inter-disciplinary approach. Practitioners, scholars from
other branches of law, and experts in fields other than law, especially those involved in
developing AI systems, but also bioethicists, criminologists, scientists, and crime analysts,
should be encouraged to attend the Congress and share their expertise. Cross-fertilisation of
ideas is crucial to understanding the multifarious aspects of AI and pave the way for mature
reflections on how (criminal) law should deal with such a complex matter.

Section 1. Traditional Criminal Law Categories and AI: Crisis or Palingenesis?
Section 1 of the Congress will focus on the general part of substantive criminal law and
address the question of whether and how traditional criminal law categories – especially
actus reus, mens rea, and causation – can apply to crimes committed by/through AI
systems. When AI crosses the path of criminal law, these traditional concepts may
experience a crisis. The example of autonomous driving is helpful to grasp the reasons of
this.12 In the event of an accident involving personal injury or causing death to a passer-by,
who is responsible? Several options can be explored. The most unrealistic, at least for the
time being, is that of considering the car itself (criminally) responsible. Although some
authors do not entirely rule out the possibility of endorsing a direct liability model,13 this
seems unfeasible. Even admitting that the accident caused by the car amounts to an actus
reus, it would be very difficult to claim that this act was supported by the car’s mens rea:
It would make little (social) sense to attribute culpability to a being that is incapable of
recognizing its own past and evaluating its past actions in accordance with a moral
reference system. An entity that does not have a conscience cannot participate in a
dialogue on ethical issues and cannot respond to reproach.14
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Likewise, it is even less sensible to ‘punish’ a machine, at least as long as the machine ‘is
not imbued with a will to live’.15 In other words, if the AI system is not in a position of
understanding the sanction and learning from it, punishment is of no use.16
In order not to create accountability gaps, it would then be necessary to look for the
human responsibility behind the accident. This would imply ascertaining whether the
manufacturer, the programmer, and/or the user are responsible. The easiest scenario would
be that of an autonomous car that is expressly programmed with the aim of killing, as in
this case the AI system would simply be used as an instrument of crime.17 Leaving aside
this somehow extreme hypothesis, however, some problems arise. The assessment of the
human responsibility should in fact take into account several factors, e.g. whether there was
any negligence in designing/using the car and whether a human being (in the car or
remotely) was able to intervene and disengage the autonomous driving system.18 For
example, the US National Transportation Safety Board has recently found that, in the
accident that was caused in 2018 by an Uber self-driving test vehicle in Arizona and that
killed a woman who was crossing the road, there were some flaws in the system, which was
not in a condition to recognise a person walking outside pedestrian crossing. Furthermore,
the driver insider the car was distracted when the accident happened and she could thus face
criminal charges.19
The liability models that can be used to attribute the responsibility for AI machines’
accidents to human beings are the ‘perpetration-by-another’ model, whereby the AI system
is considered the ‘other’ entity that humans use to commit the crime, and the ‘natural
probable consequence’ model, according to which the manufacturer, programmer, and/or
user are responsible because the offence is a natural and probable consequence of their
(negligent) action of creating, programming, and/or using the machine.20 These categories
are to be found in several criminal justice systems, for instance to regulate the criminal
responsibility of accomplices, but their applicability to AI systems, which are different
from both mere instruments of crime and (human) partners in crime, deserves further
reflections. By the same token, it is to be examined whether strict liability models can play
15
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a role in this context and whether an agreement can be found on the notion of a socially
permissible risk concerning autonomous driving, since ‘the crucial question in the
development of automated driving might concern what kind of risk respective societies are
willing to accept’.21
In addition, another traditional concept of criminal law, i.e. causation, may have to
be rethought when it comes to AI-related crimes. It can happen that offence committed by
AI machines cannot be easily traced back to the human being behind the system. For
instance, one could think of robots that were produced by humans who had no intent
whatsoever to commit a crime. If the accident is caused by the faulty process of machine
learning that the AI system undertakes, rather than by a potential human negligence in
programming or using it, should we consider the causation chain between the human
behaviour and the accident to be interrupted by an unpredictable event? Or should not we
think in this way since AI systems cannot be considered as proper ‘persons’ who can break
the chain of causation?22
In sum, the attribution of crimes committed by/through AI systems to responsible
individuals is a major challenge to traditional ways of criminal law thinking. This section of
the Congress should thus examine the consequences of AI for the well-established
categories of the general part of criminal law, especially mens rea, actus reus, and
causation, and discuss whether they are sufficient to regulate the new phenomena or need
instead some (deep) rethinking to face the challenges ahead.

Section 2. Old and New Criminal Offences: AI Systems as Instruments and
Victims
Section 2 of the Congress will focus on the special part of substantive criminal law, which
is likely to undergo substantial changes in the coming years due to the advent and diffusion
of AI. Section 2 will examine at least two different scenarios. First, it should discuss how
AI systems can be used to commit ‘traditional’ crimes. Some studies have already
highlighted the extent to which criminal organisations can benefit from AI. For instance,
drug trafficking may become easier – and much less risky for criminals – if the illegal
substances are moved from one place to another by means of drones.23 The same goes for
terrorist attacks that may be carried out by placing explosive materials on AI machines.24
Another crime that AI may facilitate is online fraud, especially ‘spear phishing’, which
refers to ‘email or electronic communications scam targeted towards a specific individual,
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organization or business’.25 While phishing by means of emails that are blatantly fake is not
often successful, AI systems can create and send fraudulent emails that are tailored to the
recipient, who can then be convinced to follow a malicious link and/or share his or her data
with the fraudster.26
Second, AI may lead to new crimes altogether. In a 2019 report by UNICRI and
Interpol, we read that a ‘study on “new crimes” involving the malicious use of AI and
robotics should be conducted’.27 On the one hand, AI systems can become ‘victims’ of
crime and it is likely that new definitions and rules will be needed to regulate these
situations.28 For instance, AI systems may be sabotaged by third parties so that these
systems will be impaired from achieving their goals and/or induced to commit a crime. One
could think of persons who intentionally disrupt the software of autonomous driving cars,
in this way provoking accidents that were entirely out of control of the programmer and
user of the vehicle.29
On the other hand, AI is a powerful instrument for dangerous behaviours that could
be criminalised in the future. AI systems may be tasked, for example, with the creation and
spreading of fake news.30 While this already represents a complex issue in contemporary
society, similar conducts do not usually amount to a crime, with a few exceptions.31 Since
AI has the potential to escalate this phenomenon to the point where it would represent a
daunting and unprecedented threat to our democracies, as the machines’ level of accuracy is
likely to make it difficult even for the most attentive user to distinguish truth from fiction, it
is worth examining whether the conducts at issue should be criminalised in order to reduce
their potentially devastating effects.
Finally, the possible interactions between AI and cryptography, with a focus on
those technologies that build on cryptography such as blockchain, will deserve further
attention in the future. It is difficult to regulate the legal implications – including criminal
law ones – of blockchain and crypto-assets per se. The possible combination with AI may
raise even more complex questions as this may facilitate the commission of existing or new
crimes, and potentially require the introduction of ad hoc criminal law provisions. Due to
the lack of any in-depth analysis of the issue in the literature, the Congress will represent
the ideal opportunity to start identifying these forthcoming challenges and reflecting on
them.
25
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Section 3. AI and Administration of Justice: Predictive Policing and Predictive
Justice
Section 3 will examine the impact of AI on the administration of justice. In particular, it
will focus on criminal procedural law and, more broadly, law enforcement, by looking at
predictive policing and predictive justice mechanisms. By using algorithms that process
enormous quantity of data, these mechanisms make predictions about where and when
crimes are likely to be committed, and even by whom in some cases (predictive policing)32
and about whether a suspect or defendant is likely to flee or commit further crimes, with the
consequence that criminal courts can deny bail or opt for harsh sentences (predictive
justice). These are far from being sci-fi speculations: already in 2006, a US scholar argued
that ‘prediction of criminality has become de rigueur in our highly administrative law
enforcement and prison sectors—seen as a necessity, no longer a mere convenience’.33
More recently, during the 2018 Global Meeting on the Opportunities and Risks of AI and
Robotics for Law Enforcement, ‘the use of AI tools for the purposes of prediction and
analysis’34 turned out to be the most cited application of AI technology for law enforcement
purposes.
In the US, for instance, Californian police use a software called PredPol to ‘[p]redict
where and when specific crimes are most likely to occur’,35 although this instrument has
recently been met with criticism as it did not help in reducing crime.36 Some European
police forces resort to similar software, Precobs (Pre Crime Observation System).37 The
logic behind these and other predictive policing systems is simple: some crimes, such as
theft and robberies, ‘are to a large extent predictable, because criminals with a
distinguishable profile tend to commit the same type of crime, at roughly the same location
and time of the day’.38
As for predictive justice, there are nowadays reportedly ‘more than 200 risk
assessment tools available in criminal justice and forensic psychiatry, which are widely
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used to inform sentencing, parole decisions, and post-release monitoring’.39 One of the
most famous, at least in the US, is COMPAS (Correctional Offender Management Profiling
for Alternative Sanctions).40 COMPAS assesses the risk of recidivism, which is calculated
by taking into account both an interview with the defendant and information from his or her
criminal history. The COMPAS risk assessment, however, ‘does not predict the specific
likelihood that an individual offender will reoffend. Instead, it provides a prediction based
on a comparison of information about the individual to a similar data group’.41
These words are taken from a landmark decision in the field of AI and criminal
justice, State v. Loomis (2016), where the use of COMPAS was challenged before the
Supreme Court of Wisconsin. The defendant, who was sentenced to six years of
imprisonment after the COMPAS risk assessment had considered his risk of recidivism
high, claimed that his right to due process had been violated because, inter alia, it was
unclear how COMPAS made its assessments, and it was therefore impossible to challenge
their accuracy, and the use of the predictive justice software had violated his right to an
individualised sentence.42 The Supreme Court of Wisconsin did not share his views and
decided that, if used properly, courts’ reliance on COMPAS risk assessments in the
sentencing phase does not violate the right to due process.43 In the case of Loomis – and
this should happen, according to the Supreme Court of Wisconsin, in any other case where
predictive justice instruments are used – the court of lower instance reached its decision by
relying on ‘other independent factors’, so that the use of the COMPAS risk assessment was
‘not determinative in deciding whether Loomis could be supervised safely and effectively
in the community’.44
In the light of the foregoing, section 3 of the Congress shall delve into the several
problems that predictive policing and justice instruments raise for the administration of
justice. First, it should be discussed whether predictive policing is not in fact
counterproductive. As predictions on the future are made on the basis of data from the past,
the algorithms can lead police authorities to invest their money and resources in patrolling
areas that are already known to be prone to crime, while all other areas and crimes
(including those offences for which the reporting rate is low) could continue to be
neglected.45 One of the reasons why PredPol attracted criticism was precisely because it
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‘essentially provided information already being gathered by officers patrolling the
streets’.46
Second, if a person is suspected of committing future crimes – and then investigated
– on the basis of algorithmic calculations that draw on statistical data and/or the analysis of
patterns and behaviours that are not criminal per se, some basic human rights would be at
stake, beginning with the presumption of innocence. Incidentally, this might also
exacerbate the relations between the public and law enforcement authorities, which,
especially in some areas, are already tense and rife with mistrust.47 Third, predictive
policing and justice are thought to provide neutral and objective information, while human
judgements are intrinsically biased. This argument has been rebutted by studies that proved
that AI machines used in the administration of justice ‘embed existing biases and
perpetuate discrimination’.48 After all, since AI systems work on the basis of data inputted
by human beings, the choice of these data becomes crucial and may turn out to be itself
biased.49 The human component can never be entirely set aside also because algorithms
usually come up with a number or a given result, but it is then for the user to attach a
meaning to that figure or outcome: ‘For instance, at what probability of recidivism should a
prisoner be granted parole? Whether this threshold ought to be a 40 percent or an 80
percent risk of recidivism is an inherently “political” decision based on the social, cultural
and economic conditions of the given society’.50
Finally, predictive policing and justice prompt broader systematic reflections on the
future role of public authorities (courts, prosecutors, and police) in the enforcement of the
(criminal) law, a role that will become much more proactive compared to the (mostly)
reactive one they currently play.51 Furthermore, as their activities are likely to be always
more influenced, if not determined, by mathematical formulas,52 we could witness a silent
shift of responsibility from public authorities towards (private) companies, and ultimately
towards the experts who create and programme AI systems. This is however highly
problematic from the perspective of public authorities’ accountability and transparency,53
especially because the way AI systems work is often not clear at all, and it may also be
covered by trade secret.54 Many sensitive decisions concerning individuals are thus left in
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the hands of obscure and unclear mechanisms (‘black-box AI’).55 The scenario can become
even more problematic if AI will be used not only to predict future crimes or risks of
recidivism but also to decide criminal law cases altogether, replacing judges and juries.
Automated decision systems have already been tested in civil proceedings so it would not
be surprising if there will be some attempts to inquire whether they can also work in
criminal law contexts.56
In sum, extensive and in-depth reflections on whether, to what extent and under
which conditions predictive methods are truly compatible with the basic tenets of modern
democracies – including fundamental rights such as privacy, presumption of innocence, and
defence rights – cannot be postponed anymore.

Section 4. International Perspectives on AI: Challenges for Judicial
Cooperation and International Humanitarian/Criminal Law
Section 4 of the Congress will examine some international implications of the use of AI. In
particular, this section will deal with the impact of AI on: a) evidence gathering, which will
be looked at through the prism of international cooperation; and b) international
humanitarian law and international criminal law, especially with regard to the use of robots
in war contexts.
As for evidence gathering, it ought to be noted that AI systems can be of great value
to law enforcement authorities, even beyond the above-mentioned examples of predictive
policing.57 Analysing, for example, DNA or social media profiles ‘produces large amounts
of complex data in electronic format’,58 which may contain useful patterns that human
analysis could not be able to grasp. AI-backed tools can also be used to identify fake art
works59 or persons by means of facial recognition software, which ‘could identify a
defendant even with video or photographic evidence in less than ideal circumstances’.60 AI
can also help in locating events and places. In 2017, the International Criminal Court
requested the arrest of a Libyan warlord by relying on information deriving from satellite
images and videos, which were uploaded online by his acolytes and showed some
55
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executions he had ordered: ‘Geographical features seen in the videos—buildings, roads,
trees, hills—were located via time-stamped high-resolution satellite images. In this way,
video, photos, satellite images, and other data are triangulated to verify events in a specific
time and place’.61 While in that case most of the analysis was carried out by humans, in the
future ‘substantial portions of it could be automated or enhanced by machine learning’.62
When the outcome of algorithmic calculations by AI systems is used as evidence
before a criminal court, however, the fundamental right to a fair trial risks being violated at
least for two different reasons. First, as mentioned, the algorithmic processes that analyse
the data and end up providing public authorities with a given piece of evidence are often
obscure, so that the defendant is not in a position to challenge the way in which evidence
has been gathered: ‘Insofar as individuals in a legal process are unable to understand and
contest, even with the help of legal counsel, complex algorithmic systems used to process
evidence alleged to relate to them, there is a significant threat to due process rights’.63
Second, and consequently, the use of AI-related evidence poses a risk to the
principle of equality of arms.64 Even if this principle has to discount the difference between
the situation of public authorities and that of individuals, an insurmountable advantage to
the former flows from the use of AI in the process of evidence gathering. If investigations
are based on AI techniques, therefore, the defendant should be in a position to understand
how evidence has been gathered, while ‘the denial of discovery in relation to the program,
code, or data governing the AI system […] would represent a clear infringement of the
principle of Equality of Arms between the parties’.65 If the code is discovered, the
defendant will likely need to find an expert who would be able to understand and challenge
the algorithmic process on which police and prosecutors relied.66 At the same time,
however, the integral discovery of how AI machines work may be detrimental to law
enforcement authorities’ activities and companies’ trade secrets, and may also lead to
endless disputes over the reliability of AI systems that could hamper or substantially
prolong criminal proceedings.
In sum, it will be necessary to strike a balance between the advantages that AI
brings to the administration of justice and the respect of key principles of criminal justice,
such as the right to due process and rights of defence, which are at stake when an individual
is left to argue against obscure decisions that are in essence taken by AI experts outside the
walls of criminal courts.67 Since AI continues to lag in common sense reasoning, thereby
profoundly questioning the tenets of criminal procedure, session 4 of the Congress should
examine whether AI-backed tools should be hold to a certain standard of explanation and if
61
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yes what is the applicable standard and what are the guarantees that should surround the use
of AI-related evidence. For instance, a solution that could help foster reliability and
transparency of AI techniques would be, according to some authors, ‘to ask (and provide)
for independent certification of the AI system’s trustworthiness. An expert-witness could be
appointed by the judge to verify either the algorithmic process, or the neural network of a
certain AI system, whenever the parties express their doubt about the correctness of
automated data’.68
While new approaches and solutions to evidentiary matters are needed at the
national level, the situation becomes even more complex in cross-border settings. Crossborder exchange of evidence, especially from the perspective of the admissibility and use of
evidence in a different State than that in which evidence was gathered, has always
represented a critical issue of international cooperation in criminal matters. Even in a
context such as that of the European Union, where harmonisation in criminal matters is on
the rise, there has been so far no political will to agree on minimum rules concerning the
mutual admissibility of evidence.69 On top of that, the new – and still largely unresolved –
problems connected with digital evidence add a further note of complexity.70 Against this
backdrop, therefore, it is an open question, which has not been yet addressed in the
literature, whether the existing instruments of cooperation in criminal matters can ensure
exchange, admissibility, and use of AI-related evidence in a satisfactory way.71 If each
country ends up regulating the issue of AI and criminal evidence according to its own
principles, rules, and perhaps even technical standards, the panoply of different regimes
may hamper judicial cooperation, so that one may wonder whether a coordinated approach
on the international level would not be appropriate.72
As in any other case where AI systems may be used, however, the positive effects of
the new technologies should not be forgotten.73 It is worth mentioning that, while it brings
international cooperation in uncharted territory, AI could also help national authorities to
deal more efficiently with requests for cooperation. According to UNICRI and Interpol, one
68
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example of possible future use of AI and robotics consists precisely in autonomously
researching, analysing and responding to requests for international mutual legal
assistance.74
Moving on to international humanitarian law (IHL) and international criminal law
(ICL), the issue of autonomous weapon systems (AWSs) and their impact on traditional
principles of IHL and ICL has gained attention in the literature. Governments invest
massively in research and realisation of AWSs, which, once fully created and extensively
diffused, can represent invaluable resources for the military. An AWS can be defined as ‘a
weapon system that, based on conclusions derived from gathered information and
preprogrammed constraints, is capable of independently selecting and engaging target’.75
‘Autonomous’ is therefore different from ‘automated’, since only ‘autonomous weapons’
can act independently of human inputs. A difference is usually made between ‘human-outof-the-loop’ weapons, which are indeed the ‘autonomous’ ones, and ‘human-in-the-loop’ or
‘human-on-the-loop’ weapons, which instead feature some form of human control.76 For
the purpose of this paper, ‘AWSs’, ‘killer robots’, and ‘AI systems’ will be used as
synonyms.
The first question AWSs raise is not strictly legal but has noteworthy legal
implications: can their use make war a ‘less serious issue’ and therefore cause more wars
than in the past? It is unquestionable that the use of robots by a given State reduces the
number of its own losses in war.77 A robot-war can ‘lower public awareness’ since ‘a fullyautomated military mission transforms war into a fairly technical and bureaucratic
operation, risk-free so to speak, so that causes of war may also be trivial, once you imagine
both armies engaging no humans but only robot soldiers’.78 To put it even more bluntly, ‘a
president who sends someone’s son or daughter into battle has to justify it publicly … But
if no one has children in danger, is it a war?’.79 In essence, AWSs can change the approach
of politicians and public opinion to war, in a way that does not necessarily help to reduce
wars in the future, rather the contrary. The impact of AWSs on the ius ad bellum, namely
the set of rules that regulate the conditions to enter into war, deserves therefore further
attention.80
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Second, AWSs can also affect the ius in bello, which instead refers to the principles
and rules that should apply during war.81 There is an ongoing debate on whether AWSs
undermine or strengthen the fundamental principle of distinction, according to which no
civilians or civilian targets can be attacked during wars. On the one hand, one may argue
that, as long as AWSs are programmed to avoid civilian targets, they may actually be better
placed than human combatants to ensure the respect of the principle at hand.82 On the other,
however, there is no guarantee that, in practice, robots will be able to spare more civilians
than human beings can, not least because AI systems – even the most advanced ones – will
not have the necessary human abilities to figure out whether, in a given situation, a person
or a target is civilian or not.83 The following example is enlightening:
During a counterinsurgency operation in a village, soldiers receive information that
combatants may be hiding inside a house. Unbeknownst to the soldiers, no insurgents
are present. Inside of the home, boys are playing with a ball. The children kick the ball
towards the gate as the soldiers enter the main door. The male inhabitants of this area
carry a dagger called the kirpan for purely religious reasons. One of the parents
watching the children realizes that the children are in danger and tries to warn them by
screaming in their direction to stay away from the gate.84

This situation should not pose any real problem for human soldiers, who are likely to
realise immediately that children chasing a ball do not represent a threat. Whether AWSs
could reach the same conclusion is however unclear, since ‘certain distinctions far surpass
the abilities of today’s robotics, at least at this stage: distinguishing a weapon from a
cultural or religious symbol; distinguishing the agonized face of a person in fear for her or
his children from a threatening face; distinguishing children playing from threats’.85 It
seems unlikely that AWSs are capable of undertaking the highly context-dependent and
essentially qualitative assessments that war situations often require.
A third concern about the use of killer robots relates to another basic principle of
IHL, the principle of proportionality. According to the First Additional Protocol to the
Geneva Conventions, the principle of proportionality is violated by an attack that may be
expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian
objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and
direct military advantage anticipated.86 Such a qualitative exercise can hardly be carried out
by AI systems.87 Furthermore, by removing the human element from war, the use of killer
robots can contribute to increase the number of deaths as there will be no room for those
human feelings that play a role in war contexts (fear, compassion, etc).88 Already in 2010,
the special rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Philip Alston,
81
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singled out a similar problem with respect to the use of drones in war. He noted that drones
may help developing what he called ‘a “Playstation” mentality to killing’.89 If drones are
controlled remotely, it will be easier for the ‘cubicle warriors’ who ‘operate from behind
computer screens, physically far away from the battlefield’90 to kill other persons than it
would be for a soldier on the ground. The distance from the battlefield can become even
greater when AWSs will be used; in this case, disincentives to kill can drastically decrease
or even disappear. Furthermore, if AI systems are maliciously or improperly designed, their
use can jeopardise the other fundamental principle of IHL according to which weapons that
cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering shall be prohibited.91
Finally, it flows from the above that killer robots can easily end up committing
international crimes. This brings the issue of AI systems’ criminal liability back up. The
discussions and outcomes of section I of the Congress should therefore inform also the last
section, as the attribution of criminal responsibility for (international) crimes committed by
robots is an unresolved matter under ICL as well. In this context, the issue is perhaps even
more complex since liability for international crimes usually involves high level politicians
or civil servants (doctrine of command responsibility), and their liability may not be easy to
detect when it comes to crimes committed by means of killer robots.92 The risk is to create
a ‘system of organized irresponsibility that shuffles responsibility from one actor to another
without holding anyone accountable in the end’.93 Some authors therefore suggest to use a
‘distributed approach’ to accountability, which ‘ascribes responsibility to a senior political
leader, a senior defense official responsible for promulgating policy on [lethal AWSs], a
weapon manufacturer, a weapon designer, a military commander, and an operator’.94 In
practice, however, such a system may not play out well.
As is the case with cross-border cooperation on evidence gathering, therefore, an
international approach on AWSs should be explored.95 Some call for an absolute ban on the
use of AWSs in war,96 at least as long as their use is unlikely to be compliant with the core
principles and rules of IHL,97 while others support the conclusion of an international
agreement that regulates the development and use of AWSs.98 The XXI Congress will
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represent an invaluable occasion to discuss whether similar stances are feasible and really
capable of reducing the significant risks connected with the use of killer robots.
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